
LIVINGSTONE
Sun International Sells Shares in its company

According to an article in the Daily Mail, Sun International has sold shares of its company to a hotel group from Bangkok 
– Minor International.  The Bangkok Group will have a 50% stake in the Falls Resort in Livingstone.  The management of 
the Royal Livingstone and the Zambezi Sun will become a joint venture between Minor and Sun.  It will also be involved in 
Botswana:  Gaborone Sun
Lesotho:  Lesotho Sun and Maseru Sun 
Swaziland: Royal Swazi, and Ezulwini Sun
Namibia: Kalahari Sands

This is what Minor International tells us from their website:
MINT is a hotel owner, operator and investor with a portfolio of over 14,000 rooms across more than 110 hotels, resorts 
and serviced suites under the Anantara, AVANI, Per AQUUM, Oaks, Elewana, Four Seasons, Marriott, St. Regis and 
Minor International brands. Today MINT operates its hotel portfolio in 19 countries, including Thailand, the Maldives, 
Indonesia, the United Arab Emirates, Vietnam, Malaysia, China, Tanzania, Kenya, Sri Lanka, Cambodia, Mozambique, 
Zambia, Lesotho, Swaziland, Botswana, Namibia, Australia and New Zealand. In addition, its mixed-use business 
operates spas, shopping plazas & entertainment outlets, residential properties, and a points-based vacation club.

Dear All

My header is a lion - one of three lionesses we saw on a trip through Zambezi National Park, next to Victoria Falls Town, 
last week.  We also saw a honey badger - a very special treat.  

I had decided that I hadn’t been through the park for many years and, as it was on my doorstep, it was inexcusable.  
We spent the morning driving along the riverside drive and then in the afternoon ‘did’ Chamabonda Vlei.  Highly 
recommended.



Mukuni Big 5 Facebook

This afternoon we received a call from a neaby Helicopter Company called 
United Air Charter when one of their pilots spotted a dead buffalo with its calf 
near by it. He landed and they went to inspect. Finding the female buffalo 
dead with a snare around its neck made of heavy duty cable and its calf 
nearby its body calling. They called us to come and help. We were there 
within minutes to assess the situation. The mother clearly struggled a lot with 
the entire area around it fl attened in the struggle. She had died late in the 
night and the calf never left her side. While waiting for the Wildlife Authority 
to come, we did a check around to look for more snares and we found a total 
of 7. We removed them and reported it to the Authority who took them all 
for destroying. We were given permission for the calf to be in our care until 
ready for release back into the Mosi Oa Tunya National Park. ...

A New Train

From the Post we are told about a new train on the Livingstone-Lusaka 
Route.  The train is the Michael Chilufya Sata Express.

Zambia Railways, Benson Ngula: We have 30 beds in the sleeping class, 
two carriages for the business and standard classes and also seven 
economy carriages.

Zambia Railways Regional Manager in Livingstone, Peter Mulimba: The train would depart Livingstone for Lusaka 
on Sundays, Tuesdays and Thursdays at 18:00 hours and arrive in Lusaka the following day at 06:27 hours, before 
embarking on a return journey to Livingstone at 18:00 hours.
The train fares are K90, K110, K130 and K145 for the economy, standard, business and sleeping classes respectively.

Gill Comment: I just love the 06.27 hours!  

27-29 March is the Livingstone Cultural Festival ...

I was hoping to get a programme for it ... Alas, it 
hasn’t arrived ... So all I know is what is on the 
ZTB website:

Cultural Arts Festival (LICAF) is one of the biggest 
festivals in Zambia. It will be held from the 27th 
to the 29th of March 2015. Activities at the grand 
three day spectacle will include theatre, street 
theatre, traditional dancing, bands and concerts, 
soccer, seven-a-side rugby, David Livingstone 
Classic Golf, cycling, 3-country trail marathon, 
motor-cross, 4WD rally, multi-day event on the 
Zambezi, fi shing, cricket and many more events.



ZAMBIA
Zambia Wildlife Authority is Abolished

From the Lusaka Times an article told us that ZAWA has been abolished and will be replaced by a Department within the 
Tourism Ministry.  

Gill Comment:  This has been on the cards for a long time.  ZAWA was, I think, a European initiative.  It didn’t work right 
from the start.  It was far too overloaded by bureaucrats sitting in offi ces when what we needed was ‘boots on the ground’.  
The prices of access to the parks increased as the Authority needed more and more money to keep it afl oat.  It often 
seemed to me that ZAWA was more interested in the income it could earn than the conservation of the parks.  
Now that the administration of the parks is within the Ministry of Tourism, we can expect the government to assist in the 
fi nances of them.  And, this is absolutely essential.  
We have 20 parks many of which are almost abandoned because they cannot earn an income; the wildlife depleted and 
the trees burned in bushfi res or cut for charcoal.  

Here is a list of Zambia’s parks: 

Mosi-oa-Tunya: We all know this one in Livingstone and ZAWA’s efforts to generate income from anyone who puts even 
just a toe in the park.  However there are many problems in the park from snares, inbreeding of the wildlife, bushfi res, etc.
Kafue: Really a park on the rise but it is enormous and seriously needs some help.  
Lower Zambezi. Just wonderful.  Well protected as it lies between the 
Zambezi Escarpment and the Zambezi River but it is kept safe with the 
assistance of Conservation Lower Zambezi.
Liuwa Plain:  African Parks is assisting authorities and the Barotse Royal 
Establishment to develop the park into a major tourist destination.  One of my 
favourites!
Sioma Ngwezi: Peace Parks is becoming involved in this defunct park as it is 
part of Kavango-Zambezi Transfrontier Conservation Area (KAZA). No roads, 
no visitors as yet ...
West Lungu: From Zambia Tourism: West Lunga National Park is one of 
Zambia’s less visited Parks. It was proclaimed in the 1940s to protect the 
population of Yellow-backed Duiker, but it has had little offi cial interest over 
the years and has mainly been used for hunting and fi shing by the local 
communities. ...
Lochinvar: A park for the birds.  The World Bank put in a new road a few 
years ago but the protection of the wildlife is less than adequate.  The Kafue 
Lechwe, its iconic species, is dying out through poaching and habitat loss as the invasive weed, mimosa pigra takes hold 
of the lagoon and the land which surrounds it.  
Blue Lagoon.  I have never been and few people visit.  From Zambia Tourism: This Park is an undiscovered gem.  Well, 
well.  I would guess that it is ‘undiscovered’  because it is in a mess ...
Lusaka.  The Lusaka National Park, I am sure, is still a ‘work in progress’.  

South Luangwa: Our best-known park and in good condition because of the work done by the authorities  but often with 
the assistance of private tour operators and South Luangwa Conservation Society and Chipembele Trust.
Lukusuzi: From Zambia Tourism: ... To date this park has had no development or even management and the status of 
game is uncertain. ...
North Luangwa:  From Zambia Tourism: ... It is not open to the public and there are no permanent lodges there. ...
North Luangwa Conservation Project is part of Save The Rhino Trust which works in the park to keep the black rhinos 
safe.  From their website: Zambia once held Africa’s third largest black rhino population until the poaching throughout the 
1970s-80s resulted in their ‘national extinction’, declared in 1998. However in 2003 an ambitious and pioneering project 
began to translocate black rhino back to Zambia’s North Luangwa National Park, which is perfect black rhino habitat. The 
NLCP works in partnership with the local wildlife authorities to protect this population as well as many other species in 
and around the park.
Nyika Plateau: Zambia Tourism: Nyika Plateau is a beautiful, montane, highland area, lying on the Malawian border, at 
the eastern-most tip of Zambia. The park is actually an extension of the National Park on the Malawian side ...
Zambia Tourism lists no accommodation and, if you plonk ‘Nyika Plateau’ in Google it really only shows Malawi side.
Kasanka.  From Zambia Tourism: ... About ten years ago Kasanka was in danger of becoming yet another defunct 
national park due to rampant poaching. David Lloyd, a British expatriate, who had lived in Zambia for many years, visited 
the Park in 1985 and heard the crack of gunshots. He concluded that if there was still poaching there must still be animals 
there and set out to save the Park from total depletion. He teamed up with a local farmer, sought funding and along with 
much of their own resources applied for offi cial permission to rehabilitate the Park. They built tourist camps, roads and 
bridges and set up the Kasanka Trust to raise funds for this community based project.... 



Luambe.  From Zambia Tourism: Controlled hunting is allowed in Luambe, so although the park shares much of the same 
game as the bigger Luangwas, these animals are generally found in lower densities, ...
I have found on the web that a new lodge is to open this year in the park ... let’s hope for the best ...

Lavushi Manda.  Zambia Tourism: 
... Though the park is fairly large at 1,500km2, poaching over the last few decades has grossly reduced the number of 
animals found within the park’s boundaries and tourist infrastructure and roads 
are limited at best. However, a new development project that began in 2011 
in affi liation with the Kasanka Trust looks to up the anti-poaching drive and 
improve roads ...
Isangano.  From Zambia Tourism: This is another of Zambia’s defunct parks... . 
Lack of funds, people pressure, no infrastructure, mismanagement and internal 
poaching have all contributed to its decline....
Lusenga: From Zambia Tourism: ...This park has not been operational for 
many years but it is now being restocked. Impala and zebra have been 
released , and soon wildebeest . Sabi Sands in SA is working on a project 
to relocate between 300 and 500 elephant from Sabi to Lusenga Plains and 
Sumbu NP in May 2009. New network roads are being graded ...
Whether this ever happened, I do not know.  I do think Zambia Tourism can 
give us a bit of an update.  2009 was a few years ago ...
Mweru Wantipa.  From Zambia Tourism: Mweru Wantipa National Park, 
adjacent to the lake, used to harbour vast herds of elephant but poaching 
however has depleted most of the wildlife although there are still some small 
herds of buffalo. There are no tourist facilities but it is possible to camp along 
the lakeshore.
Nsumbu. From Africa Geographic article in 2014: Conservation Lake 
Tanganyika (CLT) is a donor and membership-funded non-government 
organisation established at the start of 2012 by Craig Zytkow, owner of Ndole 
Bay Lodge, one of the area’s few tourism operations. ... Once teeming with wildlife and renowned for its buffalo and 
elephant, Nsumbu was decimated following the period of nationalisation and the ensuing war in the DRC. In the last few 
years it has shown signs of recovery with viable populations of species like zebra, roan, sable, eland and hartebeest and 
healthy populations of some rare species like sitatunga and blue duiker. The park has a big population of hyaena, largely 
due to its low numbers of lion (there are only four lions regularly seen in the area) and leopard.

Finally, if you read in this as I do, the only parks which are not ‘defunct’ or ‘almost defunct’, are those which are run by 
a public-private partnerships.  If the Ministry of Tourism takes this idea on board many of our parks can be saved from 
disaster.  The parks are essential for our environment, keeping our wildlife and diversity safe.  If managed properly they 
can earn an income for the government through tourism and provide much-needed employment.  They are also some of 
the most beautiful parks in Africa ... 

Jean Kapata, Minister of Tourism, and her team have their work cut out.  I wish them luck.  

Found this pic of Luambe - how stunning is that!



Conservation Lower Zambezi

Environmental Education kicks off! Chongwe outreach 2015
CLZ’S Environmental Education Programme began in Chongwe District 
this month, funded by Elephant Charge. Our EEP team visiting 10 
schools bordering the Lower Zambezi National Park for a lesson on 
poaching, and its effects, on not only wildlife but on local and global 
populations. Environmental Educator Besa Kaoma reached 362 school 
pupils during this visit to introduce the NEW 2015 environmental 
education curriculum. The EE team had a fantastic reception from 
teachers and pupils  - a huge thanks to all the schools involved for 
their enthusiasm and commitment to education and conservation of the 
precious wildlife of the Lower Zambezi!

Wild Dogs - fi nally photographed!
We are pleased to share photographic evidence of the African Wild 
Dogs, one of the world’s most endangered species, near CLZ’s 
doorstep! The two adults and four sub-adults have been spotted 
numerous times in recent weeks. Sadly an elephant was poached in the 
GMA this month, but the hunter responsible was apprehended by scouts 
and both the weapon and ivory was recovered. Congratulations to the 
Zambia Wildlife Authority offi cers for their bravery and dedication to their 
work.

Muyukuyuku

Muyukuyuka is in Kafue National Park, not far from the Hook Bridge, north of the Lusaka-Mongu Road.  From their 
newsletter:

... We now have 2 packs of Wild Dog near the camp that we are seeing on a regular basis – one of 21 dogs and one of 8 
dogs which is fabulous, as well as the two packs on the other side of the bridge.  
...
Pels Fishing Owls were seen on a number of occasions – during the rains up the 
Mukombo Stream right up until August when a great photo was taken of a baby by 
Ines Moosman – Tour Operator on a familiarisation trip from Cox & Kings from the 
UK.      …
Late October as the heat increased, we had rather over confi dent lions come 
through the camp each day at around 10.00 am to go to the beach to drink – there 
was a big male, two females and fi ve cubs.  They passed behind reception then 
used the dry river bed between the campsite and the main camp to avoid human 
contact but this was quite near enough for most of the guests!  ...
If you recall, I mentioned our three Cheetahs which we would see off the tar road 
between us and Mukambi.  Sadly one was hit by a car and killed a year or so ago, 
but I saw the two brothers in February and got some good photos.  Then a while 
later, Boyd and Gilbert were taking guests on a morning drive and found a pride 
of Lions beside the road eating another of our lovely Cheetah brothers.  The last 

remaining one 
is still around 
thank heaven.  We have seen another group of 4 
actually on Cheetah Loop so all is not lost but we have 
asked Zawa to make a conscious effort to improve the 
signage on the tar road about speeding and the chance 
of killing animals and indeed, drivers themselves.  A few 
days ago, a pregnant Cheetah was seen near the Stone 
Quarry so that is also good news. ...



Wildlife Camp, South Luangwa

It’s Feline Friday the 13th and Wildlife Camp guide Ryver is very unlucky 
to be stuck in traffi c once again!

Photo: Wildlife Camp guests Jaco & Maxie van der Westhuizen

From African Parks in Bangweulu

Contrary to European folklore that the stork brings the baby, a concerned 
citizen brought the shoebill chick to the Bangweulu Wetlands Project 
in August last year. Craig and Andrea Reid, managers at Bangweulu, 
adopted Seymour, and instead of letting him (or her?) grow up thinking 
he was a human the couple opted to turn themselves into sheet-and-sock 
wearing shoebill so Seymour could one day fl edge the nest as a wild bird.
Seymour had a few ‘test releases’ to stretch his wings and see what life 

in the wild was all 
about. According 
to Andrea Reid, 
Seymour looked 
a little out of sorts 
when he found 
himself outside his 
enclosure instead of 
in it.

The shoebill was 
released into an 
area with permanent water and a consistent food source under the 
watchful eye of the fi sheries guards. The fi sheries guards regulate 
fi shing activities, quotas and help fi shermen understand the fi shing 
regulations of the wetland. Since they were already operating in 
the swamps, the team decided to use them to monitor Seymour as 
well. The guards were able to report that the shoebill was happily 
sustaining itself on catfi sh, snakes and frogs.

Since Seymour’s release he has been exploring his papyrus domain 
and has been tracked as far as Ngungwa village 5km away!
Whether it is Seymour of Seymouress remains to be seen, but 
hopefully the Bangweulu management team will fi nd out when they 
become grandparents. Until then they can congratulate themselves 
on their successful shoebill-parenting skills.



Conservation Lake Tanganyika

During 2014 and 2015 Conservation Lake Tanganyika embarked on creating a Village Scout unit from members of the 
Nsama Chiefdom in which most of Nsumbu National Park and Tondwa 
GMA falls under. With support from The Thin Green Line Foundation and 
funds from our conservation raffl e; 10 candidates have completed their 
selection process, 3 month intensive training and fi rst 2 fi eld operations. 
Each scout (22 in total) is now equipped with a full patrol pack and uni-
forms thanks to the The Thin Green Line Foundation, a fi rst for almost all. 
The 10 person Village Scout unit has completed their fi rst month of fi eld 
operations under supervision and performed excellently with 1 fi rearm 
recovered, 5 poachers bicycles, 2 arrest achieved during their operations 
and ambushes. We look forward to supporting these young men and wom-
en in their careers as wildlife protectors. If you are interested in supporting 
this initiative please get in touch!

Kasanka Trust

Just 10 weeks until the 5th Annual Kasanka Challenge: Ride & Run for Wildlife!! Reserve 
your spot today 

Saturday 23 May

Bring your friends, family, and bikes and running shoes - it’s time to support wildlife 
conservation in Zambia over the Africa Freedom Day long weekend! Enjoy the beautiful 
scenery and wildlife of Kasanka National Park while supporting a wonderful cause.

Events include:
- 44km Bike Challenge
- 22km Chase
- 3km Bush-hopper
- 21km Half Marathon
- 10km Fun Run
- Sundowners event & more!

Let’s make this the biggest year yet! Start inviting anyone who may be interested.

Interested in sponsoring this event at all? Please inbox the Kasanka Trust Zambia 
Facebook page or email challenge@kasanka.com

All proceeds directly benefi t wildlife conservation and community development in Kasanka 
Trust’s project areas.

Kafue River Trust

INVASIVE CRAYFISH PROJECT GATHERS MOMENTUM

Australian Red claw crayfi sh were fi rst brought to Zambia, to a fi sh farm near Livingstone, in 1992. At some stage stock 
was then moved to another farm near Kafue town, from where they escaped to the river during a fl ood. The details are 
sketchy, but by 2008 they had become abundant on the Kafue Flats and in Lake Itezhi-tezhi, about 400 km upstream.

More crayfi sh were imported by the Kafue fi sh farm, probably in the early years of this century, and stock transferred to 
aquaculture cages in Lake Kariba near Siavonga from where they escaped, again apparently during a fl ood.

Red claw crayfi sh are now known to occur in the wild on the Kafue river from Lake Itezhi-tezhi downstream to the Zam-
bezi river confl uence, and on the Zambezi river from the eastern basin of Lake Kariba downstream to Wildtracks Lodge, 
about 15 km below the Kafue river confl uence.

The Red claw is a large, powerful omnivorous crayfi sh which, although vulnerable to predation by larger vertebrates, is 
capable of predating and/or out-competing many smaller invertebrates including insect larvae and other crustaceans, 
perhaps even crabs. Invasive crayfi sh in eastern Africa and Europe have proved to be powerful ecosystem engineers and 
their spread within the Zambezi system now threatens the functioning of 11 Wetlands of International Importance in six 
countries, including Lake Malawi and the Okavango Delta, both UNESCO World Heritage sites, as well as the productivity 
of fi ve nationally important fi sheries: Lake Itezhi-tezhi, Kafue Flats, Lake Kariba, Lake Cahora Bassa and Lake Malawi.

In view of the potential seriousness of the threat posed by crayfi sh to aquatic habitats and the native fauna of the Kafue 
and Zambezi river systems, and trustee Ben Tyser’s research work illustrating their disruptive potential in the river at 
Namwala, the Board decided to support a project that will (a) monitor the spread of crayfi sh within the Kafue and Zambezi 
systems, and investigate (b) their ecological impact and (c) effects on artisanal fi shing and the fi shery in the Kafue river.
 ...
Read more on their Facebook page  ...



ZIMBABWE
Bhejane Trust
by Trevor Lane

Zambezi National Park
It very much looks like we are facing a drought year again! The rain stopped in early January, and since then we have had 
a couple of scattered heavy thunderstorms (35mm in one storm). The ITCZ seems to have fl ed north and stayed there! 
The grasses have all seeded, but I think in north-western Matabeleland we will be alright on grazing, and hopefully will get 
some late rains to top up the pans. 

This is where the solar units prove their value, in keeping the pans topped up during the “rainy” season. 
For the diesel powered pans, they better be getting ready to fi re them up now! We will also be looking at early fi res this 
year.
The Zambezi River is 23% lower this year then it was for the same period last year. This is the lowest level since the very 
poor year in 1995/6. Does not bode well for Kariba Dam levels! 

Kazuma Pan National Park
I went with Alan Sparrow ( Kazuma Foundation) and Jed Robinson to Kazuma again. The area is very dry already, and 
the pans are drying up. We pulled up the mono pump and pipes on the “Corner Pan” so as the measure the borehole 
depth and water table in preparation for installation of a solar pump being donated to the Kazuma Foundation. We also 
took the opportunity to check the back pan road – the grass seeds!!
We are working on putting in a water program – pumps and pans, plus a couple of minimum development camp sites, in 
conjunction with Parks – more on this later on in the year

Sinamatella
This month, Bhejane Trust launched the dedicated Rhino Monitoring Unit at Sinamatella, in conjunction with National 
Parks, Camp Hwange and SAVE the African Rhino Foundation of Australia. We employed Nick Long to manage the unit, 
and Parks seconded two senior rangers to work with Nick. They have seen their fi rst month in the fi eld, and have had an 
interesting month!

SINAMATELLA RHINO MONITORING UNIT
REPORT - FEBRUARY, 2015

This was the fi rst month of activity for the Bhejane Rhino Monitoring unit. Thanks to Save African Rhino Foundation we 
had a vehicle to use from the very fi rst day. It has seen better days but it did well on some of the horrifying roads we used 
during this month’s patrols. It really needs some attention and hopefully it will be getting it soon, then it will be even more 
appreciated.
The aims of the team are to try and fi nd the previously known rhino as often as possible and to discover if there are any 
others in and around the IPZ. Being a mobile patrol unit we will be able to reach all of the IPZ as well as the outer areas to 
search thoroughly for the rhino and come up with an accurate number of how many we have.
This month the team mainly patrolled the peripheral areas of the IPZ, but the conditions were quite diffi cult since there 
is still lots of long grass which makes tracking very diffi cult and a plentiful supply of water which allows the animals to be 
dispersed in a wide area. We did manage to fi nd some rhino spoor and dung scrapes along with some fresh snares in 
the park which were removed. Four of the snares were very large and we guess the poacher was trying to catch either 
Buffalo or Eland but a rhino could also be very easily caught by this snare. 

Crocs seen eating body
From News 24

A group of tourists cruising along the Zambezi River got the shock of their lives when they found crocodiles eating a 
human body, a Zimbabwean conservationist said on Friday.

Trevor Lane of the Bhejane Trust said the crocodiles were eating “the bottom half of a human”.  The man was suspected 
to have been an ivory poacher. ...

The tourists, believed to be English, were staying at a camp in the Siansimba area of (the park) in mid-February. They 
were cruising on the Zambezi, which forms the border between Zambia and Zimbabwe.  The visitors and the guide on 
their boat saw crocodiles feeding on something in the river. When the boat neared the crocodiles, they saw what was left 
of a man. ...

“We strongly suspect it was a poacher,” Lane said.
He said that two days earlier, rangers had mounted an ambush in the area to try to catch a group of poachers believed to 
have crossed from Zambia.

There were 13 poachers altogether. One of them was killed outright. Local intelligence showed that only nine made it 
back across the river. Three of them have still not been accounted for.

“Maybe he was wounded and tried to swim across the river,” Lane said.



NAMIBIA

Eenghono Energy Technologies

The First big scale solar park under construction in 
Namibia by a Namibian Independent Power Producer 
(IPP) company called InnoSun Energy Holding is almost 
complete and it would produce 4.5 MW of electricity that 
will be feed into the national grid for the next 25 years.

This is the fi rst of many projects to be developed in 
Namibia ,to help with the electrical shortage the country 
is facing and also to promote the usage of renewable 
energy as Namibia is regarded as one of the best 
countries in the world with the highest solar irradiation, 
which is capable of meeting its own countries demand 
and beyond.

Meanwhile ...

East Africa’s fi rst utility-scale solar energy project is now online at the Agahozo-Shalom Youth Village in Rwanda.

The completion of Gigawatt Global’s 8.5 gigawatt (GW) solar project has boosted the country’s total grid capacity by 6 
percent and represents the fi rst completed project under the Africa Clean Energy Finance Initiative.

The $23.7 million solar energy project was offi cially 
brought online at a ceremony on February 5th attended 
by Rwanda’s Minister of Infrastructure, Hon. James 
Musoni, and the Chief of Staff of the US Government’s 
Overseas Private Investment Corporation, John Morton, 
amongst others.

“Top quality developers like Gigawatt Global are the 
keys to success for President Obama’s Power Africa 
Initiative,” stated Elizabeth Littlefi eld, President and 
CEO of OPIC. “After OPIC provided critical early-stage 
support through the ACEF program, Gigawatt smoothly 
and swiftly brought the project online to give Rwanda 
enough grid-connected power to supply 15,000 homes. Gigawatt Global in Rwanda is a clear demonstration that solar will 
be a key part of Africa’s energy solution.”

FlyAfrica

FlyAfrica has added a new route – Bulawayo to Johannesburg.  The fl ight costs US$178 return according to an article in 
ZimEye.



Facelift for Kasane

The fi rst phase of a facelift for Kasane will start with the painting of about 90 houses along President Avenue from Kasane 
Airport to Mowana.  Each household can choose their own colour from the four colours available.  

In an article in the Daily News comments from Kasane residents were sceptical.  
Many use the river reed to decorate their domestic and commercial structures because they attract tourists.
Another asked whether the process termed, Phase 1, is being done in preparation for the Heads of State visit or for the 
long term face-lift of the tourist town.

BOTSWANA

Conservationists to Meet in Kasane
The Voice

Heads of state, ministers, and heads of conservation organisations of about 35 countries are among the many guests 
expected to converge in the tourist town of Kasane this month.  The fi rst conference scheduled for March 23rd is the high 
level follow up meeting to the African Elephant Summit (AES).  The purpose of this meeting will be to review progress 
since the London Conference on Illegal Wildlife Trade hosted by the UK in February 2014.  Two days later the govt will 
also host the international conference on Illegal Wildlife Trade (IWT2015) on March 25th.

Addressing a press conference this week, The Minister of Environment, Wildlife and Tourism, Tshekedi Khama explained 
that IWT2015 is going to be a technical meeting to review progress in implementing 14 urgent measures that were 
adopted at the African Elephant Summit that was held in December 2013.  The previous meeting was prompted by the 
large number of African Elephants that have been poached over the last three years.

“It is estimated that 100,000 elephants have been killed for their ivory over a three year period. The number of 
elephants killed exceeds the ability of the animals to reproduce leading to concerns that populations are in decline.” the 
minister explained.  He went on to reveal that out of the many countries that were present at the summit that agreed 
on the 14 urgent measures to combat elephant poaching, Botswana was “lightyears” ahead of others when it came to 
implementation.

“We have the political will, we have the communities buy-in and we are doing it just because we can. We are doing it to 
save the wildlife as indicated by the Elephant without Borders report,” Khama said.

Among the 14 agreed upon strategies to curb poaching are; adopting a zero tolerance to elephant poaching and ivory 
traffi cking, improving monitoring of elephant populations, levels of illegal killing and illegal trade and mobilising fi nancial 
and technical resources from various national and international resources.

Khama however acknowledged that the demand for land has resulted in human- animal confl ict over a scarce resource 
which would require well thought out confl ict management strategies.

“This event won’t just be another talk shop for us but rather an opportunity and a platform to say we are serious about 
preserving the African elephant,” minister Khama explained.

New Hotel for Maun

Cresta is to construct a new 83-roomed hotel in Maun along the Thamalakane River.  Cresta already has the Rileys Hotel.  

Maun is an odd town. Thousands of tourists arrive in the town and merely connect by plane into the Okavango Delta and 
beyond.  The government wants to increase the tourism attraction of the town ... but, actually, there is not a lot there.  I 
am always glad to leave Maun.  Do the shopping and get out ...  back to the bush ... because that is why I go to the area.  

As Cresta will be having large conference rooms, maybe the conference market can be a way to improve its tourism.  
Domestic tourism earns money too ...



Banning Lion Trophy Imports

The Australian government is banning the import and export of hunting ‘trophies’ made from the body parts of lions, in an 
attempt to help curb the organised hunting of Africa’s wildlife.  Greg Hunt, the environment minister, said he had signed an 
order to prevent the import of the gruesome hunting trophies, effective immediately.

The trophies are often derived from an artifi cial type of slaughter, mostly taking place in South Africa, called “canned” 
hunting. Captive-bred lions are put into enclosures where tourists pay thousands of dollars for the dubious privilege of 
shooting them with guns or crossbows.

Hunt, who announced the crackdown at a “global march for lions” at Melbourne’s Federation Square on Friday evening, 
said the practice of canned hunting was “cruel” and “barbaric.”
“It is about raising the most majestic of creatures for a singular purpose and that is to kill them, to shoot them for pleasure 
and for profi t,” Hunt said.
“It is done in inhumane conditions. It is involving things such as raising and then drugging and in many cases, baiting. It is 
simply not acceptable in our day, in our time, on our watch.” ...

A Weasel and a Woodpecker

Photographer Martin Le-May was on a walk with his wife at Hornchurch Country Park in East London on Monday when 
they heard a distressed call and spotted a woodpecker fall behind some grass, Le-May told The Huffi ngton Post UK. The 
bird was thrashing, and Le-May and his wife noticed there was an animal on its back. It was a weasel.

“The woodpecker landed in front of us and I feared the worst,” 
he said. “I guess though our presence, maybe 25 metres away, 
momentarily distracted the weasel. The woodpecker seized the 
opportunity and fl ew up and away into some bushes away to 
our left. Quickly the bird gathered its self respect and fl ew up 
into the trees and away from our sight. The woodpecker left with 
its life, the weasel just disappeared into the long grass, hungry.”

Wildlife expert Lucy Cooke explained to BBC News that while 
they usually attack rabbits, weasels are “fearless” predators and 
it isn’t totally shocking that one would go after a woodpecker, a 
ground-feeder.

“A female weasel weighs less than a Mars Bar but is as ferocious as a lion, so this is why the woodpecker would have 
been able to take off with it on its back,” Cooke said.

OTHER STUFF

COMMENTS TIME

I have been asked to print comments from readers.  I actually do get quite a lot of comments which I rarely publish. Now, 
though, I have decided to ask for comments on a particular subject so that we can compare our views.  Here is the fi rst 
Comments Time:

National Parks

What is most important in this issue is the abolishing of ZAWA and the replacement with a department in the Ministry of 
Tourism and Arts.  I have written about the state of our parks - some good, some really bad.  What do you think?  Is this 
a good move by government?  How should Jean Kapata and her team move forward?  Should some of our parks be 
degazetted or should we try to resurrect them?  



Have a good two weeks

Gill
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This ‘Photoshop-ed’ photo has been doing the rounds for some years but it always makes me smile.  For us in 
Livingstone is it quite timely as our new roads are developing potholes ... surely we should be repairing them on a 
monthly basis so that they do not get big enough for a giraffe ...

THE SMILE

www.wildfotoafrica.com/index.php/new-work/book-guide-to-little-known-waterfalls-of-zambia-vol-2

It seems as if our rains have gone.  This is the worst rainy 
season I can remember ...  We are in for trouble this year - low 
levels in rivers, lakes and wells ...


